Program Coupe des Amériques 2018
On invitation only

When: 20/21 October 2018
Where: Laval - Boulodrome Val-des-arbres
Time: Start at 10:00 am on Saturdays and 9:30 am on Sunday.
Cost: $ 75 triplet’s teams
Purse: Men $ 600 Women $ 400 plus 80% of the entry fees
8 women's teams: (winners of various tournaments held in Quebec of summer calendar)
- 4 first teams of the 2018 women's class of Canadian selection.
- 2 teams USA / Mexico
- 1 team Quebec Cup Champion Team
- 1 team Champion Sylvestre Cup
16 men's teams (winners of various tournaments held in Quebec of summer calendar)
- 4 teams USA / Mexico
- 4 first teams of the 2018 of men’s Canadian selection
- Champion of National 1 team, Elite class
- Champion of National 2 team, Elite class
- Champion Quebec selection team, Silver class
- Champion Quebec selection team, Bronze class
- Champion of Quebec Cup Team, Elite class
- Champion of Quebec Cup Team, Silver class
- Champion of Quebec Cup Team, Bronze Champion
- 1 team named by the Federation (players having won being the 4th players in teams mentioned)
* All teams must confirm their attendance by September 30, 2018 otherwise they will be replaced
by the teams listed below.
* If one of the teams already has their participation in the Americas Cup, the invitation will be
allocated to the next team qualified of the tournament of the day, if they also already have their
invitation, the invitation will go to the next runner up.
* A substitute for an absent player is granted if 2 players out of 3 of the invited team are present,
otherwise the invited team will be replaced.
* For lack of a foreign team for women, the next invitation will be given in the following order: 1Winner of National Champion Team, second invitation to winner of National 2 Champion.
* For lack of men's foreign team, the next invitation will be given in the following order: 1Champion Jean Rafa Elite class; 2- Champion Coupe Sylvestre Elite class 3- Finalist Quebec
Cup silver class; 4 - Named by the Federation.
Saturday, October 20, 2018:
5 games for ranking
Sunday, October 21, 2018:
Championship and Consolant Men and Women:
Women's Championship: 4 teams’ Round robin, 1st team in final, 2nd and 3rd team in semi-final.
Consolant women: 4 teams, 3 parties with envelope to the winners.
Men's Championship: 8 teams, Swiss framing in order of ranking and direct elimination.
Consolant Men: 3 parties with envelope to the winners.
Award ceremony and photos
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